ALLEY
FESTIVAL MAP
Community Arts Center’s fifteenth Annual FINE ARTS & CRAFTS FESTIVAL
Saturday, September 23, 2017 10 am - 5 pm Park Avenue. SWARTHMORE
PRESENTED BY WENDY COTTON and LEN ORLANDO & the Swarthmorean

EXHIBITING NON-PROFITS
A- TBA non-profit
B- TBA non-profit
C- TBA non-profit
D- TBA non-profit
E- TBA non-profit
F- TBA non-profit

EXHIBITING ARTISTS
2- Paul Woolf wood
4- Deborah Flanagan jewelry
6- Janet Kofoed jewelry
8- Bridget Hughes ceramics
10- Wendy Cotton / Linda Schroeder mixed media
12- Heather Femine fiber
14- Bonnie Ann Burnett ceramics
16- Bobby Wolf photography
18 & 20- Sandra Webberking sculpture
22- Justin Benn ceramics
24- Claudia McGill acrylic

EXHIBITING ARTISTS
26- Stone Harvest jewelry
28- Georgan Flanagan oil
30- Gary Rothera sculpture
32- Kimberly Hoehst oil
34, 36, 38- CAC Jewelry Studio Members
40- Annette Debevec ceramics
42- James Evangelista photography
44- Lorri Primavera jewelry
46- Fairy Dust Pottery ceramics
48- Jenny Staple jewelry
50- Jeffrey Stambough ceramics
52- Kathleen Fitzpatrick fiber
54- Tom Ferrie wood
56- Rebecca Giles painting
58- Nether Providence Soaps soap
60- Ian Reynolds painting
62- Martha Ressler fiber
64- Jay Ressler photography
66- Martha Perkins acrylic
68- Joan Scheckel mixed media
70- John Shatney wood
72- Penny Feder mixed media

SPONSORED BY:
Cider Mill Landscapes.
Crozer Keystone Health System.
Mid-Atlantic Waterproofing.
PECO.
Plush Mills Senior Living.
PNC.
Power Home Remodeling.
Safegard Group
Swarthmore Town Center
War3house3

EXHIBITING ARTISTS
1- Cynthia Murray jewelry
3- Karen Myers painted gourds
5- Hal MacLaren jewelry
7- Margaret Moran baskets
9- Liz Steele Coats jewelry
11- Jeff Schaller mixed media
13- Steven Miller photography
15- Creations by Esther jewelry
17- Karen Heenan fiber
19- Jennifer Cauffman silk
21- Jan Cohen fiber
23 & 25- Bob Deane / Drew Arata ceramics
27- Rebecca Warda / Michele Fairley jewelry
29- Keith Mountford painting
31- Dona Jones jewelry
33- Deanna Haldeman ceramics
35- Heather Bitner fiber
37- John Moser wood
39- Kathy Workowski fiber
41- Maria Cartwright jewelry
43- Rinal Parikh painting
45- Sharon Morse / Carol McGarvey jewelry
47- Stephen Swift wood
49- Jane Broadbent ceramics
51- Jim Sheffler ceramics
53- John Student photography
55- Christie Soma ceramics
57- Reclaimed Creations fiber
59- Meredith Soto ceramics
61- Alison Masterpasqua fiber

EXHIBITING ARTISTS
a- PNC Bank sponsor
b- Power Home Remodeling sponsor
c- Swarthmorean sponsor
d- Plush Mills sponsor
e- Safegard Group sponsor
f- Cider Mill Landscapes sponsor
g- Crozer Keystone sponsor
h- Mid-Atlantic Waterproofing sponsor

EXHIBITING ARTISTS
ARTIST DEMOS
ARTIST DEMOS
1- Cynthia Murray jewelry
3- Karen Myers painted gourds
5- Hal MacLaren jewelry
7- Margaret Moran baskets
9- Liz Steele Coats jewelry
11- Jeff Schaller mixed media
13- Steven Miller photography
15- Creations by Esther jewelry
17- Karen Heenan fiber
19- Jennifer Cauffman silk
21- Jan Cohen fiber
23 & 25- Bob Deane / Drew Arata ceramics
27- Rebecca Warda / Michele Fairley jewelry
29- Keith Mountford painting
31- Dona Jones jewelry
33- Deanna Haldeman ceramics
35- Heather Bitner fiber
37- John Moser wood
39- Kathy Workowski fiber
41- Maria Cartwright jewelry
43- Rinal Parikh painting
45- Sharon Morse / Carol McGarvey jewelry
47- Stephen Swift wood
49- Jane Broadbent ceramics
51- Jim Sheffler ceramics
53- John Student photography
55- Christie Soma ceramics
57- Reclaimed Creations fiber
59- Meredith Soto ceramics
61- Alison Masterpasqua fiber